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FLOW
MODULAR 
SEATING

Flow is a 100% foam-free modular seating system.  

It uses a combination of springs and plant-based filling 

materials such as coir, recycled cotton and latex to create a 

seat that looks as comfortable as it feels.

The set of curved and straight modules, based on a 750mm grid, 

offer huge creative freedom, enabling a wide range of space-

planning options.  

Flow has the looks of a sofa, but the height and ergonomics to 

suit sitting at a table.  So it lends itself to work booths, meeting 

dens, waiting areas, and dining settings.

WHY FOAM FREE? 

The polyurethane foam used in furniture is 

made from fossil oil sources; it has a high 

embodied energy and is not recyclable.  

As a highly flammable material it is treated 

with toxic flame retardants which over 

a lifetime of use may escape into the 

environment.  

So for both environmental and health 

benefits foam-free is better.  And modular 

seating systems usually use a lot of foam, 

so substituting Flow will have a significant 
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ELEMENTS  

Sofa modules
750 straight sofa
90 degree concave & convex corner sofa
45 degree concave & convex corner sofa

Bench modules
750 straight bench
90 degree corner bench
45 degree concave & convex  bench

Seat height 450 

Tables
375 straight table
750 straight table
90 degree corner table

available with
power and data
  
w750 X d730 X h830; sh450

FLOW
MODULAR 
SEATING

CONFIGURATIONS

Within the range straight and curved 

sections along with tables and benches 

enable you to make a wide selection of 

settings to support social, work and learning 

activities. 

Flow can be paired with our Disc or Laser 

tables to make a wide range of social and 

work settings. 

Flow is also cross-compatible with our 

Studioscape planters, Disc and Laser tables. 


